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Optics of quantum metamaterials

 Metamaterials  are  man-made  composite  materials  with  sub-wavelength  nanostructures.
They exhibit unusual optical properties as negative optical index giving rise to dramatic
effects as negative refraction or invisibility cape. Nevertheless these optical properties are
defined and fixed by the structure. Quantum metamaterials will enable to overcome this
limitation by providing external control of the optical properties. Indeed, through quantum
metamaterials we mean that the nanostructures have quantum degrees of freedom on which
it is possible to play.

In this project, quantum degrees are quantum dots inside nanowires. The metamaterial itself
is a forest of nanowires embedded into a  resist. The first experiments is based on an effect
discovered by the group of theorists in our team. It consists in measuring the transmission of
a probe beam through the metamaterials. A pump beam will change the state of the quantum
dots which will influence the propagation of the probe beam. According to the quantum dots
state, the probe beam can be transmitted through the matematerial or completely blocked.
The  following  experiments  will  try  to  take  advantage  of  coherence  properties  of  the
quantum dots.

These experiments will be carry out at 1.5 µm in the telecom wavelength band because of
its industrial interest. This experimental thesis will be carry out in a close relationship with
the  theoretical  team of  the  PEPS team (Physique  de  l'Exciton,  du  Photon  et  du  Spin)
specialists  in  electromagnetism  modeling  and  metamaterials.  Samples  will  be  provided
through  an  existing  collaboration  with  the  Laboratoire  Photonique  et  Nanostructures
(LPN-CNRS-Marcoussis).  The  student  will  realise  the  last  fabrication  steps  in  the
clean-room  facilities  of  the  University  Montpellier  2.  He/she  will  performed  the  first
experiments  on  an  existing  micro-photoluminescence  microscope  working  at  the
telecommunication wavelengths.  Finally, he/she will  build the new setup to work in the
transmission configuration. 
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